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The behavior of neutrons in a highly heterogeneous unit cell consisting of D0O
rnoderator, 'H0 :coolant a'nd a 28-pin fuel cluster contained in a pressure:ttibe.ha's beer"'>':
studied through lattice parameter measurements covering three different 31U ;enrichments~ -. ;
fo'uir'coolant void fractions'.and two lattice pitches. A single-region core configuration.:..
was':adopted, with -whl'hmeasurements were made to determine-in relation'to goolant ,
void' fraction the critical DI0 level, as well as various lattice parameters: ';

* . A strong dependence on coolant void was observed for the critical."level and the
lattice parameters, in the case of the smaller 22.5cm pitch lattice, due'to the positive
effect on core'reactivity exerted by the slowing-down faculty of H,O in the epithernial
energy region; With the larger: 25.0cm pitch, however, no meaningful dependence on,;.
void fraction was sh'own by any of the measured values, and this was ascribed to a '.
compensating negative effect'due 'to enhanced thermal neutron self-shielding in the fuel"
region produced by the 'HO coolant."

The results of cell-calculations obtained by means of the METHUSELAH-Il code
showed generally good agreement with experimentally determined data, for both critical
DO levels and lattice parameters, in the case of coolant-filled lattices (0, 30 and 70% void
fractions). For lattices devoid of 'coolant (100% void fraction), however, discrepancies
in lattice parameters-particularly in p2t -produced corresponding deviations in core
reactivity amounting to 1%e in excess of those incurred with other void fractions.

KEYWORDS: lattic, parameter, cluster-type fuel, ATR reactors, neutron
behavior, heterogeneity, cell 'design code, single region core, critical level,
void reactivity, neutron leakage, uranium dioxide
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I. INTRODUCTION
The advanced thermal reactor (ATR)i) now

under development in Japan is highly hetero-
geneous in core structure; 'cluster-type fuel is
contained in 'a pressure tube, 'together with
coolant,' which is separated from' D 1O moder-
ator by a calandria tube.: In such a system,
neutron behavior is not only. complex but is
very sensitively'dependent on 'slight changes
in the core structure or material, so that
simple extrapolation of available' data""') will
generally not provide the necessary reactor
constants with requtired accuracy. This makes

it indispensable to accumulate a vast amount
of measured data, particularly those relevant
to lattices akin to those of the ATR.

To contribute to this.accumulation of suffi-
cient data, one of the authors previously un-
dertook lattice parameter measurements""
on -both UO, and PuO2-U0 1. fuels, but the
information available today on these param-
eters is .still seriously insufficient, particularly
concerning their dependence on "'U-enrich-
ment. Our previous .experiments"' did not
cover critical mass, on account of the core
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configuration, which consisted of two regions:
nine ATR-type unit cells surrounded by an
%1O-.moderated driver region.

One of the principal aims of the present
experiments is to obtain data on lattice pa-
rameters associated with the critical mass
using a single-region core. For this purpose,
lattice parameters such as 5k', p", "25 and
intra-cell Dy reaction-rate distribution have
been measured in their relation to critical D1O
moderator level, using fuels of suitable '"U-
enrichments- The dependence of the param.
eters on the coolant void fraction has been
examined on two lattice pitches of: 22.5 and
25.0 cm on both sides of 24.0 cm, which is.the
pitch adopted for the ATR.

The experimental'results are systematical-.
ly compared- with those' calculated .with the
METHUSELAH-I . code"' " on -.which are
based much of the ATRi core design calcula-
tions undertaken iri Japan"'

IH. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY'

Clusters composed of 28 Ud 2 fuel pins clad
in Al were arranged iri a square lattice of
22.5cm or 25.0cm pitch. The fuel used con-
tained U. either (a). unenriched, or enriched to
(b) 1.2% or (c) 1.5% in .2.U. As shown in
Fig. 1, each cluster consists of three concen-
tric layers of fuel pins; counting from center
outward there are four pins in the first, eight
in the second and sixteen in the third layer,
and the cluster is placed, either with or

'without experimental coolant, in an Al pres-
sure tube surrounded in turn by an air gap,
an Al calandria tube and moderator. The
heavy water used as moderator is of 99.5rYo
purity. Throughout the experiment all the
components were maintained at an ambient
temperature of 22-C. Their dimensions and
compositions are as noted in Fig. 1.

The effective void fraction of the experi-
mental coolant was changed from zero to unity
with two intermediate fractions of 0.3 and 0.7,
simulated by the D1 O-HO-H,BO, mixtures
Specified in Table 1. The small amounts of
boric acid contained in the 30 and 70% void
fractions served to simulate accurately the
effective absorption as well as the moderating

properties of light water. The coolant level
was kept in each experiment as close as
possible to that of the DO moderator.

UO, Fuel

Enrichment : Not.,1203 or
I499b23Ut

Diameter 14.80 mm
Density 10.36 g/cm3

Al c1 lddin,
1. 0. :15.03 mm
0. D. 16.73 mm

AI pressure tube
.I 0. :1116.8 mm

22Z t 0. D. :1411.0 mm
AL colandria tube

1. D. : 132.5mm
0. 0. 136.5 mm

1~ '' .-- ''r

' 4.7

ri-13.13mm
r2 -30.00mm
13-47,58 mm

Fig. 1 One-quarter cross section
of fuel cluster

I . ,. , A% : .. .
. .,, .:, .. .. .

.'. ." .. ..... . . ..

~~., ... . , . :

Table 1 Composition of experimental
coolant mixture

- Coolant void
fraction 0% 30% 70% 100 %-

Material (7a)
H20 100 63.17 18.07 0
D5O 0 36.82 81.91 0
Hso, 0 0.0092 0.0215 0

Measurements on the enrichment depend-
ence of the lattice parameters were made only
at 0 and 100% void fractions, using natural,
1.2 and 1.5% enriched UO2 fuel in 25.0 cm
lattice pitch, and with 1.2 and 1.5% UO, in
22.5 cm lattice. For the runs with natural and
1.5% enriched UO2 fuel, thirteen fuel clusters
were arranged in the central part of the core,
surrounded by the 1.2% enriched UO, fuel
clusters used as driver. Previous experiments
"' had shown that equilibrium was satisfacto-
rily attained on the neutron energy spectrum
in the central unit cell, for the purpose of

- 9 -
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lattice parameter measurements.
For the 1.2% enriched UO, fuel, eight kinds

of single.region cores were prepared combin-
ing the four void fractions with the two lattice

- *3,005
ID*, s n

pitches, for the measurement also of D'o
critical levels.

Figure 2 presents schematically a vertical
cross section of the deuterium critical assem.
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Fig. 2 DCA core configuration (schematic)
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t also of D5O

cally a vertical
critical assem.

I plate
5 (AI)

bly (DCA) used for the present experiments.
The Al core tank, with 1.0 cm thick wal1, is
300.5cm in inner diameter and 350cm high.
It contains a square lattice of either 121 unit
cells in 22.5 cm pitch or 97 cells in 25.0 cm
pitch. This arrangement is conducive to
small neutron reflection in the radial direction
by the D5O, whose thickness is 10.6cm for
the 22.5cm pitch lattice and 11.4 cm for the
25.0 cm lattice.

The critical D2 0 levels obtained with the

present clean lattices were around 100 cm.
This resulted in a very flat core. For es-
timating the axial neutron reflection by
structural materials, atomic densities were
calculated on a model representing the struc-
tural arrangement by uniform layers of ho-
mogenized material superposed in the axial
direction, as noted in the left.hand. margin
of Fig. 2 along the core axis. The resulting
values of atomic density are as listed in
Table 2.

W,

)tal L)

I p'late.
:A' (A'

3ndwich

20.0
I-C 12.71

9.7"

)(SUS)

Table 2 Composition of axially homogenized layers of structural material of DCA core

Atomic density of homogenized material (xOle 4 cm-3)

Layer BrfulUpperSteel Al Lower . Vacant grid
base Al Absorber grid *.ore part Al plate

spacerplate (aoe tubes with Al
Materia D,0 level) support

Fe 0.0898 -
Al 0.0255 .. 0.602" .. - 0.00189?t 0.0184tt

0.001531tt 0.0172ttt
DO . 0.0192 -. ,

B 0.0225 - -

C 0.0192 - -

UO2  ,.. _

Vertical 8. 0t 10.0 1.3 6.5 'h 200-h 92.3 40.0
dimension (cm)

I This thickness of the steel base was estimated in approximation neglecting the Al void tank (see Fig. 2).
tt Values applicable to 22.5cm lattice pitch.

tlt Values applicable to 25.0 cm lattice Ditch.

The model neglected the presence of five
Al guide tubes-one for the Am-Be neutron
source and the others for the safety rods, but
their effect on the DO critical level was
smaller than 2 mm (-7. cent).

mff. MEASUREMENTS

1. Micro-parameters a01, at2 and p"

(1 ) Definition and Method
The fast fission ratio is defined by.

"22f=|Nfla(E)O(E)dE/ N2Ia2(E)O(E)dE.

(1)

In order to determine 5kl, the 2"U to 2"U
fission rPray activity ratio was measured for
each fuel pin in the central cluster, using. an
Nal scintillator and by irradiating a pair of
enriched (90,% 2MU or natural, 0.1 mm t) and
depleted (378 ppm 2"'U, 0.05 mm t) U foils. In

relation to measured quantities,

555=(N7/NP)(N',/N'N')P(t)Rb, (2)

where

Rb=-r t / T(t)bmFdV/F.b, (3)=NY8/ N.:- (t) .P

and where P(t) is the ratio of fission product
(F.P.) activity per fission between "'U and
"'U; r(l) the ratio of, F.P. activity between
the depleted and enriched U foils in a pair;
N and F represent respectively the atomic
density and specific F.P. activity, of the
foil or fuel, for enriched U, depleted U or
fuel pin, as indicated respectively by the
suffixes e, d and !, while the suffix b indicates
bare irradiation; and t is the time elapsed
between completion of irradiation and meas-
urement of foil activity.

The values of P(t) were derived by assum-
ing the ratio of "'La P-ray activity to total

-11 -
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.. or 2UU fission product r-ray activity
measured with the foils- to be equal to the
abundance ratio of l"0La in 2"U or 2"U fission
products. The ratio (A2 "/'28 )"°La actually
adopted was 1.112±0.025 given by Dirkx et
al."')I �
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mal neutrons from streaming in through the
Cd disks. The entire foil pack, planked by
the two UO pellets, and as necessary also
by the UO2 buttons and Cd disks, were cor.
rectly centered on the system axis by winding
adhesive Al tape -0.01 mm thick to obtain a
close fit between assembly and cladding wall,
and thus obviate experimental error due to
mis-alignment.

fl2'Z1

The epithermal fission ratio'is defined by

523=f- &?,(E)O(E)dElf'cd,,7(E)O(E)dE,

(4)

,!:: ir�

, 'i ,
` ii4 ,-. t�'j - ,
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where Ecd .is the Cd cut-off energy. Another
combination of enriched (or natural) and de-
pleted U foils were -also iriadiated in each
fuel pin with Cd-cover,'and. the Pi-ray activity
of 125U fission in epith'erial eniergy was meas-
ured with the same Nal scintillator. its rela-
tion to: the measured quantity is's

1+)? (5)

where the suffix-c indicates values relevant
to foils with Cd cover'

The resonance capture ratio 'is :defined by

.(6)
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The epi-Cd to sub-Cd `'3 U capture ratio was
obtained from the ."Np activities of bare and
Cd-covered depleted U foils. The 2'"Np'activ-
ity (106.7 keV 7- and 103.7 keV X-rays) was meas-
ured with a Ge(Li) coaxial type detector to
reduce the influence of the F.P. activities.
With the 2"Np activity in'the irradiated foil
of depleted U represented' by Npd,

I

0

I

_Cd ring tO.5mm0)

C UM bution (2.0mo )
_ :. roil pock fox Cl-comed irodic

- Cd disk (O.5mwol

_Al top. I Adhesiwe. .OI nm,

U.1

Fig. 3 Foil arrangement for bare
and Cd-covered irradiation

if=

.. .I

ml}

. to=/NPda_1) -1.
P MNP (7)

e V~.j

AliJ

Ar J

(2) Foil Arrangements and Irradiation
Figure 3 shows the foil -arrangement for

measuring micro-parameters. A foil pack con-
sists of a pair of U foils (depleted and enriched)
and three sheets of 0.02 mm thick Al catcher
foils to protect the two U foils'from contami-
nation by fission fragments. For epi-Cd meas.
urements, Cd covering was provided by a
2cm wide ring and end plugging disks (all
0.5 mm thick),, as shown in -Fig. 3. The Cd
disks were padded on their inner face by two
UO, buttons 2.0 mm thick to prevent epither.

For performing the measurements. four
fuel-pins (F-l, F-2, F-3 and F-3l in Fig. 4) were
selected at asymmetric positions in the central
unit cell, which was irradiated for 75 min at
1 kW power level (-10' n/cm2.sec).

(3). Counting
The F.P. activity of . the irradiated U

foils was measured by ordinary >-ray count-
ing method using a 3'55x3tNaI(Tl) scintil-
lator. The discrimination level of the single
channel analyzer (ORTEC420-A) was set at
0.72MeV to exclude bremsstrahlung X-raYs

abi
co]
ter
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deriving from "'Np betas (E=0.72MeV). The
F.P. activity was counted several times during
the period between 1,000 and 1,400 min after
irradiation, at intervals of 100 sec, to obtain
a total of at least 3,000 counts at the end of
the counting period. The specific F.P. activity
was obtained from the counted value by ap-
plying corrections for background, natural
activity, system dead time and pile-up, meas-
uring period, foil weight, and difference in
neutron flux between Cd-covered and bare'
measurements.

As described in Sec. m-1 ( I ), the values of
P(1) were obtained from the value, of 3" de-
termined by "'La couAting"l'. The only im-
portant r-ray in the F.P. activity, beyond a
lapse of one week after irradiation is the 1.60
MeV ray from .'.La.. Thii nuclide has a 40 hr
half-life but reaches equilibrium with its parent
nuclide `"Ba (1248d). -The mass 140 chain
has a high F.P. yield (about 6% for. both 2'3U

and 2"U fissions), and 88% of the "'La dis-
integrations result, in the emission of 1.60
MeV r-rays. For the. measurement of "'La
rPrays, the discrimination level and channel
width of the r-counting described above was
adjusted. to 1.5 and 0.3MeV, respectively, to
permit effective observation of the .6 MeV
r-ray photo-peak.

The "'Np activity of depleted U foil also
was measured several times in a span of about
20 to 100 hr after irradiation, using a coaxial
type 30 cc Ge(Li) detector (ELRON-EGL/l/2G).
The window width of the timing single-channel
analyzer was set between 80 and 125 keV.
The counting efficiency was verified every
time by measuring the natural activity of an
unirradiated depleted U foil. The specific
".'Np activity was obtained similarly to the
F.P. activity, with the same corrections for
background and other factors. A further cor-
rection for foil thickness was made by ref-
erence to the ."Np P-ray self-attenuation curve
"" for depleted foil.

(4 ) Correction Factors
In addition to the ordinary corrections cited

above for the detected counts, the following
Corrections were made on the micro-parame-
ters derived from the measurements.

(1) 3": The presence of the activation

foils and Al catcher foils between the
two UO, pellets distorts the axial fission-
rate distribution to same extent. This
gap effect was corrected using Bigham's
empirical formula"', which gave correc-
tion factors between unity and 0.975, de-
pending mainly on the value of 6".

(2) 3": The distortions brought upon the
epithermal neutron spectrum by the Cd-
cover and by the UO, buttons inside the
Cd-cover had been studied in detail by
one of the authors in previous experi-
ments"' on the same cluster-type fuel
lattices. By analogous procedure, cor-
rection factors for the present data were
derived, which were 1.13 for the Cd ratio
obtained with Cd cover, and. 0.885 to
account for the UO, buttons.:

(3) p": There is a large difference""'
in the spectrum of the ."Np n-ray source
between bare and Cd-covered foil, while
there is also an impairment of the Ge(Li)
detector counting efficiency at the edge
of the foil compared with foil center,
amounting to about 3001"". A correction,
factor of 1.06 was adopted to cover this
difference in counting efficiency, which
was obtained by comparing. the values
of p" between those measured with dis-
solved"l'l)""' and with undissolved - foil
pairs.

In measuring the ."Np r, extraneous
c-rays from F.P must be subtracted"".
The correction for this subtraction reduces
to a minimum when the measurement is
made 70-90hr after irradiation, the ac-
tual correction factors"" at this stage
being 0.981-0.984 for the bare, and 0.975
-0.979 for the Cd-covered foils.

The simultaneous installation of four sets
of Cd-cover in the central cluster raises the
critical heavy water level by about 2mm.
The effect brought upon the resulting micro-
parameters by the presence of this amount
of Cd was also ascertained by comparison
between values obtained with one and with
four Cd-covers. No significant difference was
observed beyond the respective experimental
errors: ±5,% for 5", ±3% for a" and ±4%
for p" (+5%0 in the case of 22.5 cm pitch lattice).
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2. Intra-cell Distribution of

Dysprosium Reaction Rate
The thermal neutron flux distribution in

the unit cell was measured by activating Dy-
Al alloy (4.1% Dy) foils 0.1mm thick. For
the measurements within the fuel pins, four
foils 14.8mm dia. were set in the positions
F-1, F-2, F-3 and F-3' marked in Fig. 4. Two
Al plugging foils 0.02mm thick were placed
between the UO2 pellets and the Dy foil in
an arrangement similar to that for the bare
irradiation of U foils (see Fig. 3). For the Cd.
covered irradiation of Dy foil, the UO but.
tons shown in Fig. 3 were removed.

: Cel boundrory(25.0cm pitchl

C- i Identification of
sub-region

erI

c-1.

.1

I . . .

.I. I'- - .... I
- - I

I * . .. .

\ I -. . I ,."
,,,. ,i*

lit,1

Distance from cluster center (mm)

Fig. 5 Sector foil for Dy reaction rate
measurement in coolant' region

cell. , From 2 'to 5 hr after irradiation the foils
were counted four times for a period of 60 sec
each, to: determine the P-rays from ...Dy
decay ,(139.9 min), using an ordinary CaF, (21w
x'/8"t) scintillation counter system, which
gave at least 10' counts during each 60sec
period.

The specific "'Dy activity was derived
from the counted value upon correcting for the
system background and dead time, the decay
time, and the counting efficiency of the foils.

The specific activity traverse in the unit
cell was normalized to 1.00 at the position
F-1, and also corrected for the gross distri-
bution of thermal neutron flux, which was
measured across the core by Cu wire activa-
tion. This correction rises to a maximum at
the cell boundary, where it reaches about
2%6.-

Fig. 4 Arrangement 'of Dy foils
in central unit cell
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For measurements in the coolant region,
a sector foil was sandwiched in an acrylic
acid resin holder 0.5 mm thick, and irradiated.
Figure 5 depicts this sector foil, with details
of. its sub-regions..

The reaction rate distribution in the DO
moderator wag measured along the two direc-
tions AB (0') and AC (451) shown in Fig. 4,-
by positioning Dy foils 7-mm dia. on a 0.5 mm
thick Al plate holder at 10 mm intervals. The
Dy reaction rates on the- surface of the pres-
sure tube were also measured with the same
7 mm dia. foils. For measurements with Cd
cover, the Dy foils were placed in 0.5 mm
thick Cd cases.

The Dy foils were irradiated for 30 min at
a power level of 100 W in the central unit

For the measurements with 1.5% enriched
and natural UO2 fueled lattices, which were
made critical by surrounding with 1.2% en-
riched lattice, use was made of Br' values
for the J.(Br, r) or I,(Br, r) function, as deter-
mined from substitution experiments on mate-
rial buckling"". reported by Shiba et al. A
maximum correction of 50 is applicable to
the cell boundary with 25.0 cm pitch 0% void
lattice of 1.5% enriched fuel.

The measured Cd ratios used for the trans
formation from bare to sub-Cd Dy activity
were about 40 in the fuel and 130 in the DIO
moderator region. The experimental error
for the resultant sub-Cd Dy activity Was
estimated to be +2%, taking +1.4% for
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systematic error and ±1.5% for statistical
error.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

1. Experimental Results

( 1) Micro-parameters
The values of micro-parameters measured

for the 22.5 and 25.0cm pitch lattices are
shown in Figs. 6(a), (b)-8(a), (b). The values
at the third layer are averaged between the
two positions F-3 and F-3', since they re-
presented no difference beyond experimental
error. Results of such systematic experiments
enable us to discuss the dependence of the
lattice parameters on pin position, fuel enrich.
nent, lattice pitch and coolant void fraction.

It is generally considered that variations
in lattice parameter values are mostly caused -
by changes in the ratio of the epithermal or
fast to thermal neutron flux, since a change
in the neutron spectrum does not sharply
affect the individual nuclear cross sections
for a fuel pin averaged within the thermal,
epithermal or fast energy region. It is seen
from Figs. 6-8 that all the parameters are
smaller for the outer than for the inner layer,
revealing that in the cluster-type fuel, the
self-shielding is stronger on thermal than on
other neutrons. Some discrepancies, however,
are seen on the values (especially p2s) for 100%o
void fraction lattice. This point will be taken
up further on in connection with considera-
tions on the coolant void fraction.

The values of Jl' and p'3 increase with
enrichment as seen in Figs. 6-7. The reason
for this is that the thermal neutron flux,
which decisively governs the denominators of
d" and p2 , is largely attenuated by absorp-
tion in the fuel. Furthermore, the gradient
shown by p" between the outer and inner
layer steepens with increasing fuel enrichment.
As explanation, the enrichment can be consid-
ered to enhance thermal neutron self-shielding
effect, since this effect on the resonance neu-
trons corresponding to ."U capture should be
insensitive to changes in 23sU enrichment in
such slightly enriched fuel lattices. The de-
pendence of 5" on the fuel enrichment is
Small as seen in Figs. 8(a),(b). Two fac-

tors can be cited for its justification: (a)
that the fast neutron flux is closely related
to thermal fission events in a thermal reactor
(Ofa.tco~thxN2"Xoy), and (b) that the 2"U

number density is insensitive to fuel enrich-
ment.

When the lattice pitch is extended from
22.5 to 25.0 cm, the values of 625 and p2

decrease as seen in Figs. 6-7. Decrease in
epithermal neutrons due to enhancement of
the slowing-down effect in the DO moderator
well explains this tendency.

Very little dependence of 521 on the lattice
pitch is observed .upon comparing Fig. 8(a)
with (b). This means' that in such a lattice
with 'fairly large' spacing, there is very small
probability of fast fission events being directly
caused by fast neutrons coming from the
neighboring clusters.

A decrease in the void fraction represents,
by' definition, an increase in the quantity of
H-O coolant present in the pressure tube. The
resulting enhancement of the slowing-down
effectby hydrogen should-reduce the amount
of epithermal neutrons, which, in turn should
lower both 5" and p". This tendency is
evidenced by the clearly noticeable slope de.
sciibed' by an imaginary line drawn through
the four groups of plots in Fig. 7(a) for 22.5
cm pitch lattice, but the slope is not so evident
for the 25.0 cm lattice shown in Fig. 7(b)"'.
This would imply that the slowing-down effect
by H,0 coolant is less important with 25.0 cm
pitch.

With respect to pin-position dependence,
the p" values in the third layer are seen to
increase monotonously with the void fraction,
while values in the two layers vary in a much
more complex manner, particularly in the
vicinity of 100% void fraction, where p" ap-
pears to drop rather sharply. The epithermal
neutrons in the inner part of the fuel are
either neutrons directly produced by the
slowing-down action of the coolant, or ema-
nating from the moderator region. The com-
plete absence of the first-named source of
neutrons with 1006 void fraction accounts
for the experimental results, because the
epithermal neutrons from the moderator are
then strongly shielded by "'U absorption,
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which would lower p2 3 in the inner zone. The
diminution of p25 toward fuel center, however,
was not so pronounced in the previous experi-
ments") (1.5% enriched U0 2, 22.5 cm pitch, 100%O
void fraction). The present arrangement may
have produced a large axial neutron leakage
effect, on account of the core arrangement-
shown in Fig. 2-with almost no reflector along
the axial direction, besides being extremely
flat in shape, which contrasts with the pre-
vious arrangement"' embodying thick axial
reflectors.

Little dependence on void fraction is dis-
cerned for 3" as seen- from Figs. 8(a), (b),
with exception of the large values observed
at 100%. As reason for this behavior,' all the
three remaining void wduld represent coolant
mixtures that impart on the fast fission neu-
trons a similar amount of slowing-down effect,
the Ea, of DO0being. large enough to let the
first collision moderate, the fission energy
below the fission threshold.

(2) Intra-cell Distribution of
Dysprosium Reaction Rate

Dysprosium reaction rates measured 'in
unit cells of the 22.5 and 25.0 cm pitch lattices
are shown in Table 3. The dependence on
fuel enrichment shown by the region-wise
intra-cell thermal neutron flux is clearly
brought out in Fig. 9, showing smooth-fitted
curves representing the distribution along
AC in Fig. 4, obtained with 25.0 cm pitch
lattice, the curves being normalized at the
surface of the pressure tube. It is seen that
increasing fuel enrichment tends to accen-
tuate the depression of thermal neutron.
flux within the fuel cluster zone, as well'as'
the corresponding rise in the DO moderator
part. The accentuated depression can be.
ascribed to enhancement of the thermal neu-
tron self-shielding effect due to absorption' in
the fuel, and the corresponding' tendeincy. in
the moderator region to increased therm'al
neutron current flowing from the DO toward

Table 3 Intra-cell thermal neutron flux distribution
.

(a) 22.5cm pitch lattice (b) 25.0cm pitch lattice

= 1U enrichment
of U0 2 fuel 2 5 0. . % 1.

Coolant void 0 30 70 INo 0 100 0 10 0 30 70 100 0 100
fraction(\)

Position
F-I 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 10 1.00 1.00

(1.00) (1.00) (1.00) (1.10) (L.O0) (I.10) (1.00) (1.00) (L.O0) (1.L0) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00)
C-l, 2 1.03 1.05 1.08 - 1.17 - 1.09 - 1.12 1.13 1.07 - 1.17

(1.18) (1.16) (1.12) (1.00) (1.20) (1.00) (1.13) (1.00) (1.18) (1.16) (1.12) (1.00) (120) (1.00)
F-2 1.23 1.22 1.21 1.11 1.27 1.12 1.24 1.05 1.26 1.25 1.21 1.11 1.29 1.11

(1.12) (1.15) (1.19) (1.13) (1.12) (1.16) (L.1S) (1.09) (1.16) (1.19) (1.21) (1.14) (1.16) (1.17)
C-3, 4 1.20 1.40 1.29 - 1.47 - 1.34 - 1.34 1.37 1.34 - 1.43 -

(1.29) (1.31) (1.33) (1.13) (1.32) (1.16) (1.23) (1.09) (1.34) (1.33) (1.35) (1.14) (1.37) (1.17)
F-3, 3' 1.68 1.70 1.68 1.40 1.74 1.49 1.71 1.25 1.81 1.80 1.73 1.44 1.89 1.47

(1.61) (1.65) (1.67) (1.49) (1.63) (1.61) (1.60) (1.32) (1.75) (1.76) (1.74) (1.51) (1.83) (1.64)
C-5, 6 2.14 2.11 1.99 - 2 - 2.14 - 2.25 2.24 2.17 - 2.63 -

(2.03) (2.05) (2.01) (1.58) (2.19) (1.73) (1.93) (1.58) (2.24) (2.21) (2.10) (1.60) (2.42) (1.76)
Pressure tube 3.6 2.91 2.63 1.93 3.30 2.09 2.87 1.52 3.45 3.26 2.14 1.98 3.81 2.09

(2.71) (2.63) (2.41) (1.79) (2.93) (2.00) (2.48) (1.51) (3.03) (2.88) (2.54) (1.82) (3.36) (2.04)
Calandria tube ' 3.03 3.00 2.68 2.04 3.35 2.18 1 2.91 1.56 3.41 3.23 2.86 2.02 3.86 2.10

!(2-74) (2.67) (2.A5) (1.94) (3.02) (2.05) (2.51) (1.4) (3.06) (2.93) (71.59) (1.97) (3.41) (2.10)

Region 3.61 3.63 3.55 2.85 4.03 3.25 3.40 2.23 4.18 4.09 3.81 3.01 4.72 3.36
DO average (3.28) (3.23) (3.21) (2.61) (3.66) (3.01) (3.03) (3.17) (3.83) (3.77) (3.57) (2.83) (4.32) (3.30)
mode-ror Point B 3.62 3.61 3.58 2.6 4.04 3.27 3.49 2.32 4.20 4.23 3.99 3.16 4.85 3.52
rator Point C; 4.02 4.;0 4.15 3.50 4.62 4.05 3.69 2.71 i.75 4.72 4.55 3.75 5.36 4.24

Remarks (1) Values on upper line: Sub-Cd reaction rates measured on DY foil.
(2) Values on lower line (in brackets): Calculated with METHUSELAM-2 code.
(3) Experimental error is ±2.0X.
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I region. The same'tendency is also
tween the 1.2 and 1.5% 'en'riched fuels
ise of 22.5 cm pitch lattice (see Table 3).

Figure 10(a) shows the depenidence of the
intra-cell thermal neutron flux distribution on
coolant void fraction. The thermal neutron
flux depression in the fuel cluster zone is
enhanced with increasing presence of HQ
coolant (i.e. decreasing coolant void fraction).
This tendency can be considered due to short.
ening of the thermal neutron diffusion length
within the pressure tube accountable to addi.
tional scattering and absorption (L 2

.l.1/3X,,r,)

by H.0 coolant: the H,0 coolant enhances
the thermal neutron self-shielding effect
in the 'fuel region. This effect should
be further enhanced with a softer thermal
spectrumrI.' n fact, the self-shielding effect is
appreciably stronger in the 25.0 cm than in
the 22.5`cm lattice, as seen from a comparison
between Figs. 10(a) and (b). The presence
of '120 coolant might also suggest direct pro.
duction of -thermal neutrons, which should
contribute to flattening the distribution within
the pressure tube, but the experimental results
would -indicate small influence brought by this
factor:..-

t'Psrew tube | -

aI
oistrance from cluster center ccm)

Intra-cell thermal neutron flux distri-
butions for different X sU enrichments
of UO fuel-25.0 cm pitch lattice

20[ | Cn~drc lube

.5Z

CI

.0 5 to t .0 5 10 15
Dstance from duster center (cm) Distance frorm duster center (cm)

(a) 22.5cm pitch lattice (b) 25.0cm pitch lattice
Fig. 10 Intra-cell thermal neutron flux distributions for different coolant void fractions

ctuality, with increasing presence of
olant, the thermal neutron distribution
'to be flattened in the D2 0 zone, while
centuated in the cluster zone, in con-

trast to the accentuating tendency seen in
both'zones 'with increasing fuel enrichment.
This can be considered mainly due to enhanced
reflection by H%0 coolant of the thermal neu-

I

i
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trons emanating from the D,0 moderator zone,
with the increasing presence of H2 0 coolant
material to scatter and reflect the neutrons,
particularly in the immediate vicinity of the

'pressure tube wall. In the epithermal neutron
energy region, absorption by H2 0 is small,
while its slowing.down power is about ten
times that of D,0. As a result, an increase
of H,0 coolant present in the pressure tube
strengthens the thermal neutron source in
the vicinity of the calandria tube. This
strengthening of thermal neutron source would
also contribute to the flattening observed in
the thermal neutron distribution in the D,0
region with increasing presence of HO coolant,
with. accompanying enhancement of slowing-
down effect.

With 25.0cm lattice pitch, the curves pre-
sent much the same tendency, as seen in
Fig. 10(b), but with the rise in the D,0 region
reaching levels appreciably higher than in the
case of Fig. 10(a) for 22.5 cm pitch. This is.
easily accounted for by the increase of slow-
ing.down effect in the D,0 region.

(3) Heavy Water Critical Level
The critical D5 0 levels experimentally de-

termined on eight single-region cores loaded
with 1.2% enriched UO are shown in Table 4.
It is seen that, with 22.5 cm lattice pitch, the
critical level depends sensitively on the cool-
ant void fraction. With this lattice, criticality

Table 4 D20 critical levels for single
regional lattice loaded with
1.2% enriched U0 2 clusters

Lattice pitch 23.0
(cm)

Coolant void DOo critical CsO critical k
fraction ( I) levl (en) 's level (cm) *f

0 Exp. 95.2±0.2 L.X00 106.0±0.2 1.0000
Cal.t 1.0033 1.0074

33 Exp. 97.4±0.2 L.0000 103.3+0.2 1.0001
Cal.t 1.0053 1.0070

70 Exp. 102.3+0.2 1.0000 102.6±0.2 1.0000
Cal.t 1.0042 1.0054

100 Exp. 113.3±0.2 1.0000 103.2±0.2 1.0000
Cal.' 1.0143 1.0163

Number of 1.2%
enriched UOs 121 97
clusters

t Caklcated values of ke, bas-d on
the measured D20 critical level

is attained at the lowest level when the void
fraction is 0%, and increasing void fraction
produces a gradually stronger negative void
reactivity. With 25.0 cm pitch, in contrast,
the dependence on void fraction is very small,
and moreover not consistent-representing a
slightly concave curve with. minimum point
at 70% void fraction.

As mentioned in the preceding section, the
principal contribution of the H,0 coolant in
the thermal energy region is enhancement of
the neutron self-shielding effect produced in
the fuel zone by E,JJ2° and X'2o, resulting in
reduced reactivity. It has already been estab-
lished frorn'a comparison of intra-cell thermal
neutron .distribution. between 22.5 and 25.0 cm
pitch lattices: that this self-shielding does not
depend verj strongly on lattice pitch, since
the effect is mainly.caused by thermalized
neutroms.-introduced into the fuel zone from
the DO. moderator'zone.

In. the epithermal energy region, on the
other hand, even small amounts of the H1 0
coolant will appreciably. increase reactivity,
on account of its very strong slowing-down
faculty compared with DOmoderator, which
produces two very prominent effects (a) a
decrease in the value of the migration area
AM "", which inhibits neutron leakage, and (b)
an increase in the ratio of thermal-to-epither-
mal neutron fluxes, which promotes 2"U fis-
sion and restrict "'U resonance capture. The
extent of this slowing-down faculty of H,0 is
determined by the fraction contributed by the
H,O to the total slowing-down effect. This
is evidenced by the significant change with
H,0 content seen in Figs. 6(a), 7(a) by the
values of so and p' representing the ratio of
epithermal to thermal neutron fluxes, in the
case of 22.5 cm lattice pitch.

To explain this difference between 22.5 and
25.0 cm pitch lattices in the resulting void-
fraction dependence of the critical D,0 level,
it must be noted that this dependence is gov-
erned by two mutually competing influences:
(a) the positive slowing-down effect of H,0,
in the epithermal energy region, and (b) the
negative self-shielding effect in the fuel en-
hanced by the H2 0, in the thermal energy
region. With 25.0 cm pitch lattice, the two
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effects almost balance each other, whereas
the H2O slowing-down effect is dominant in
the case of 22.5 cm pitch, resulting in a net
negative void reactivity accentuation with
rising void fraction.

2. Comparison with METHUSELAH-fl
Code Calculation

The experimental results were analyzed
using METHUSELAH-il code developed by
Alpiar et al."' 11 , for survey calculations to
serve in the nuclear design of SGHWR, and
the results were improved in accuracy through
comparisons with the exiperimental-'data""
obtained at Winfrith.'; FI.ive::neutron' energy
groups are covered-3 fast and 2 overlapping
thermal groups 'below 0d625eV. The- forth
group is the hard spectrum characteristic of
the fuei -clu ster'and the fifthl group charac-
teristi6 of the m6d&ator region: The micro-
scopic cross sections of the thermal groups
are based on the Amster libraryc"', and the
code solves five-group diffusion equations; In
order to make comparisons with the experi-
mental micro-paramdters obtained in critical
system, cell calculations were made with
geometrical bucklifigs""'' chosen to let keff
equal unity. The calculated 52"'and p" were
corrected to adjust their cut-off energy to
the experimental 0.45eV12`1. ;

The critical DO level was calculated from
four-energy-group diffusion equations using
the (r, z) geometry of the CITATION code
21); the results were obtained in terms of kf,
based on the experimental critical level. For
the calculations, -the core and the structural
materials were divided into multi-layers along
the axial direction as shown in Fig. 2, with
their dimensions and atomic densities as given.
in Table 2. The. group constants (thermal
groups condensed into one group) for the core
h cm high, and for the bare :fuel part of
(200-h) cm, were prepared with the METHU-
SELAH- II. The constants for, the bare fuel
part were obtained using the cell calculation
of 100%6. void fraction by extrapolating the,
density of heavy water moderator to. zero.
For other layers, the constants were calculated
from the GGC-4 library"., using fission, 1IE
and the Maxwell neutron energy spectra. The

calculated results are presented in Figs. 6-_8
by the broken lines, and in Tables 3(a), (b)
and 4.

As seen from the figures and tables, the
calculations relating flux distribution to
changes in fuel enrichment, coolant void frac.
tion and lattice pitch are, on the whole, in
good agreement with experiment. The dis.
cussions that follow, covering a systematic
comparison between the micro-parameters and
the resultant core reactivity, are restricted to
the cases of 1.2% enriched U02 fuel lattice.

In respect of 625 and 2", the agreement is
very good in the third layer, where a large;
majority of the fuel pins are located, and this-..'.'.
has resulted-in good agreement in cell avers-;
aged values. In the remaining 'inner layers;-- ' --
the calculated values are generally larger-
exceeding the. experimental .error:.-in; mostri .:.-
cases. The cause of this 'discrepancy can,be.'..:
traced to deviations in the numerators of 65!1
and 5": It will be seen in the' two columns
F-2 and F-3, 3' of Tables'3(a), (b) tha't
the depression of the thermal neutron flux
which is practically proportional' to the
denominators in question, is appreciably small- ;
er in the calculations relevant to the 0, 30
and 70% void .fractions. 7I his discrepancy
results in appreciable underestimation of the
epithermal neutron flux depression correspond.
ing' to the *"'U resonance fission, and over-
estimation of the fast neutron flux distribution
in the inner layers of a cluster. Since these
deviations in estimation mean higher reaction
rates for the 2'5U resonance fission and "'.U
fast fission in a unit cell, they should lead to
a slightly overestimated k~f" 9,' for the core.

The values of p'" also come out larger in
the inner layers for the 0, 30 and 70% void
fractions: If the data were normalized on
the third layer, the calculated values would
be larger in the first and second layers. This
means that the resonance neutron flux distri-
butions would be overestimated in the inner
layers. Due, however, to the smaller values
in the more influential' third layer, the cell-
averaged values of the "TU resonance capture
reaction rates come out smaller, with the net
result of a slightly overestimated kef.

The foregoing discrepancies contained in
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the calculated micro-parameters are systemati-
cally accumulated in the values of kff, as seen
in Table 4. For the 0, 30 and 70% void frac-
tions, k.f is overestimated by about 0.4% for
the 22.5 cm pitch, and by about 0.7% for the
25.0 cm pitch lattice.

For 100% void fraction, the discrepancies
are much the same as for the smaller fractions
in respect of 52 and 5". For this void fraction,
the thermal neutron flux depression is con-
siderably overestimated as seen from the
columns F-2 and F-3, 3' in Tables 3(a),
(b). The discrepancies are thus seen to origi-
nate in deviations of both numerator and
denominator. Consequently' the probable in-
crease in k,f, due to the higher "'U fast and
"'U resonance fission reaction rates might be
considerably reduced through the counter-
acting decrease in 2"U -thermal. fission rate
in the inner layers.

In respect; of p". however, the case of
1000 void fraction resultsin a large deviation
from the measured plots, particularly in the
third layer. This must be due to considerable
underestimation of the "'U iesonance capture
reaction rates, which wouid result in a cor-
respondingly large overestimation of the ke,
values. And in fact, Table 4 indicates dis-
crepancies in k., exceeding 1% compared with
other void fractions.

Underestimation of the axial neutron leak-
age can be considered as cause of this addi-
tional discrepancy incurred at 100% coolant
void in the kgff and in the even larger distor-
tions in the thermal and resonance neutron
energy flux distributions. It will be noted in
this connection that the very flat cylinder
adopted as core shape is conducive to a large
neutron leakage from the voided part of the
inner layers compared with the other parts
of a unit cell. This leakage should increase
the apparent neutron absorption cross section
in the inner part of the fuel cluster, and
distort the intra-cell neutron flux distribution
in the different energy regions. This axial
leakage ascribable to the heterogeneity of the
Unit cell is a function of the ratio between
core diameter and height, even when the total
geometrical buckling is kept constant.

The above-mentioned effect is not taken

into account in the METHUSELAH-II calcu-
lations, by which the neutrons are assumed
to leak uniformly, governed only by DB', B'
being the total buckling independent of core
shape.

V. CONCLUSION
The present lattice parameter measure-

ments covering three degrees of ."U enrich-
ment, four coolant void fractions, two lattice
pitches, and with one regional core configu-
ration for one ."U enrichment, have provided
a systematic data set to verify the accuracy
of codes intended for nuclear calculations on-
highly heterogeneous cluster-type fuel lattices., *.

Increasing fuel enrichment produces an, :,.-,
accompanying rise in the values of s". and-'
pts, but 5" is little dependent on enrichment.,..
A complex relationship is observed between-i "
p28 at 100o% void fraction and the position of'--
the fuel pin in the inner layers' of a cluster,:
which is possibly attributable to large axial
neutron leakage.

As the enrichment increases, the thermal -:-
neutron flux depression occurring, in the fuel'
cluster zone accentuates, with concomitant
upswelling of the flux curves in the DO
moderator zone. A similar accentuation of
the flux depression in the fuel cluster zone
is seen with increasing presence of HO cool-
ant, which serves to enhance the thermal
neutron self-shielding effect in the fuel region.
In the DO region, on the other hand, the flux
distribution is flattened with increase of HQ
coolant, in contrast to the opposite tendency
seen with increasing fuel enrichment. This
is considered mainly due to enhanced reflec-
tion by the HO of thermal neutrons ema-
nating from the D,O zone.

The dependence of the D.0 critical level
on the coolant void fraction is strong with
22.5cm lattice pitch, but weak with 25.0cm
pitch, which accords with the tendency seen
on the 5" and p" values. This behavior de-
rives from the superposition of two opposing
effects brought by the HO coolant-(a) the
positive slowing-down effect in the epithermal
energy region, and (b) the negative self-shield-
ing in the fuel enhanced by the HQ in the

. .

.: ;: i'- -
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thermal energy region. With 25.0 cm pitch,
the two effects almost balance each other,
whereas with 22.5 cm pitch the slowing-down
effect is dominant.

Except for some results on cases of no
coolant (100% void fraction), the METHU-
SELAH-Il calculations have proved to give
quite satisfactory results for the present ex.
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